
Handwriting

These letters are taller than the other letters in the alphabet.                                                

Practise writing a line of each.

b 

d 

f 

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

bed  

bed         

desk  

desk         

food  

food        

bench  

bench         
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Handwriting

These letters are taller than the other letters in the alphabet.                                                

Practise writing a line of each.

k

l

t

h

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

tall  

tall         

kite  

kite         

hot  

hot         

think  

think        
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Handwriting

These letters have hanging tails below the writing line.                                               

Practise writing a line of each.

g 

j 

p 

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

pig  

pig         

jump  

jump         

girl  

girl         

jelly  

jelly         
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Handwriting

These letters have hanging tails below the writing line.                                                

Practise writing a line of each.

q 

y 

 
Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

queen  

queen         

yes  

yes         

quiet  

quiet         

dry  

dry         
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Handwriting

These letters are round, curvy and curly.                                                

Practise writing a line of each.

a

c

e

m

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

make  

make         

team  

team         

sheep  

sheep         

meat  

meat         
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Handwriting

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

round  

round       

sun  

sun         

noisy  

noisy         

nose  

nose         

These letters are round, curvy and curly.                                                

Practise writing a line of each.

n

o

s

u
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Handwriting

These letters have corners and points.                                                            

Practise writing a line of each.

i 

r 

v 

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

river  

river        

chair  

chair         

vet  

vet         

hive  

hive         
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Handwriting

These letters have corners and points.                                                         

Practise writing a line of each.

w 

x 

z 

Trace over the word then write the word on the lines below.

wall  

wall         

zoo  

zoo         

box  

box         

exam  

exam         
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